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Combine the magic of storytelling with the fun of cooking for a truly unique mashup of cookbook and

storybook.Welcome to the enchanted world of Cook Me a Story, where the most beloved fairy tales

are retold with deliciously clever recipes for families to create and enjoy together. From breakfast

adventures to evening stories, anytime is a perfect time for fairy tales and food. Join the fun as

children learn to cook with familiar kitchen-time tales such as Goldilocks and the Three Pears,

Cinnarella, Plumbelina, and more. Cook Me a Story combines the magic of storytelling with the fun

of cooking for a truly unique fairy-tale experience that begins "once upon a kitchen..."
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Such a cute book! Very innovative concept. I bought two copies , one for my granddaughter and

one for a friend,s daughter. The stories are so cute and the way the author used the story line to

describe some of the cooking techniques is wonderful. For example: "the pears chased her around

the room" when the instructions are to stir the pot, way too fun. Easy to follow and very organized

recipes that children will love making and eating. Specific spots in recipes where an adult must help

are well noted for both the child's safety and parent's peace of mind. I highly recommend this book

to all parents of little ones.

This book is utterly charming! I love the concept of uniting the very physical, tactile world of food



with the wondrous, imaginative world of fairy tales. Reading through this book brings a magic to

food and its ingredients that isn't always found in the world of adults. I enjoyed the ability to

experience food in a new way, and especially appreciated the very practical, accessible instructions

for cooking with children. My family is delighted with this new addition to our library!

This is the cutest cookbook ever for children! So whimsical and enchanting and the recipes are so

easy to make with your child! They will love reading along with the fairy tale and making a delicious

recipe along with the story! This is a must buy for any family who likes to cook or wants to try! What

a fun way to get your children to help out in the kitchen and learn to cook! Love it

Cute, charming & clever! What a great idea! Bought this book for my grandson and can't wait to

start teaching him how to cook in such an adorable and fun way. The illustrated, easy-to-read

recipes with intertwined stories are a delight and capture the attention of your child making it an

absolute fun time in the kitchen. What a fun way to learn how to cook! Love it!

What a great way to spend time with your child in a hands on activity!! The combination of reading

and cooking is a unique experience sure to entertain and delight your child. The story and recipe

concept is both fun and creative. The illustrations add an extra aspect to invoke discussion. I love

this book and can't wait to use it and give it away as gifts.R S Kennedy
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